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SOLIDSTOP

Solidstop is an automatic fine belt screen,
continuous self-cleaning. The filter mat is
made from a series of elements (teeth)
mounted on parallel shafts in stainless steel
and is mounted on a sturdy frame.
The grid is installed directly in the channel
in which water to be treated flows: floating
and suspended solids larger than a certain
size (net light passing between the teeth)
are stopped and collected by the filter mat,
raised by the teeth of the out of the water
flow, and conveyed to the discharge in the
upper part of the grid
In the unloading area the belt rotates,
changing direction and in consequence
causing the fall of the screening material in
a evacuation and / or compaction system.
To facilitate cleaning of the belt is installed
a rotating brush, driven by an independent
motor. A washing device with water under
pressure allows the accurate removal of
smaller solids remained adherent to the
surface of the teetht
The washing water, after passing through
the filter tape, is collected in a special tray
and from here discharged upstream of the
screen.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Solidstop is available in a wide

range of models of the belt width
from 300 to 3000 mm, with a
discharge height of the grating
up to 10000 mm, and with
electrical power from 0.37 to 3.0
kW.

The filter belt is normally realized
with standard opening 3 and 6

mm,

but

are

also

possible

opening of 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6
millimeters up to a maximum of
15 mm

The filter elements are available with a pitch of 100 and 200 millimeters and
with different shapes and thicknesses depending on the spacing between the
teeth and the type of water to be treated.
The diameter of the support shafts of the filter elements is 18 or 35 millimeters,
depending on the type of tooth used.
The standard inclination angle is 30 ° - 15 °, but thanks to the possibility of
"pivotting" the machine, can also be used all angles between 60 ° and 90 °
Thanks to this feature the grid can be rotated outside of the channel to permit
inspection and maintenance, without having to stop the flow of influente water
and the need to have the by-pass channel.

SOLIDSTOP
Application
Municipal waste water treatment of:
- Fine screening of influent waste water
- Fine screening of
- Fine screening of rain water
- Fine screening of intake water for
reuse.
- Screening of primary sludge
Industrial waste water treatment of:
- Paper mills
- Tanneries
- Textile industries
- Chemical industries
- Food industries
- Manure and Slaughterhouses
- Wineries
- Breweries
- Distilleries

Advantages
- High flow capacity and low head loss
- Automatic mechanical cleaning
system
- Bearing mechanical items not
submerged.
- Wide range of filtration opening and
possibility to upgrade the machine
- Low maintenance cost and easy to be
performed
- Corrosion proof
- Pivotting frame for easy check of the
conditions
- Supplied completely assembled
- Easy and quick installation
- Possibility to perform maintenance
without stop the influent flow

SOLIDSTOP
Construction
- Screening elements: acetylic resin or SS AISI 304 - 316
- Chain: stainless steel AISI 304 or AISI 316
- Guide wheels: stainless steel AISI 420
- Belt lateral skirts: stainless steel AISI 304 or AISI 316
- Belt shaft for screening elements: stainless steel AISI 304 or AISI 420b
- Protections : stainless steel AISI 304 or AISI 316
- Trays : stainless steel AISI 304 or AISI316
- Washing discharge pipe : PVC
- Frame: hot dip galvanized carbon steel or AISI 304 or AISI 316

Data sheet –Solidstop - angle 15°

Rubber
sides
sealing

Data sheet - Solidstop - angle 30°

Rubber
sides
sealing

Technical data are not binding, the company reserves the right to make changes or improvements without notice.
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